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Chapter Meeting Minutes
April 17, 2018
The meeting was held at Graves Piano & Organ Co.
Attendance:
Mitch Staples, Chris Burget, Kim Hoessly, Phil Walters,
Mark Ritchie, David Chadwick, and guest Tim Swanson
Teasurer's Report:
$1,660.57
Old Business:
The May meeting will take place at Solich Piano, but
could be held on the fourth Tuesday which is May 22.
This is to accomodate guest speaker Tim Barnes. Topic
of discussion may be about Gazelle Network.
The domain name for the Chapter website is up for
renewal this June. The cost for another five year
renewal is between $100120, depending on certain fees
and extended privacy settings for website manager
contact information. The Chapter voted to go ahead and
renew for another five year term.
So far, no one has committed to attending this years
annual international convention, so there is no delegate.
In April, there was a brief discussion about delegate
reimbursement of travel expenses. The present amount
is $500, and there was no motion to change that
amount, but it was suggested to revisit that topic in the
future.
New Business:
Evan Bingham may present a technical on Young Chang
grand action bracket replacement sometime this Fall.
A possible slate of officers was suggested for May's
Chapter elections:
President: David Chadwick
Vice President: Chris Purdy
Treasurer: Ron Kenreich
Secretary: Chris Burget
People are free to nominate anyone else, or volunteer, if
they please.

Butts & Flanges
Kim Hoessly shared a recent experience with the opening
declaration of, "If someone asks you to regulate their vertical
Steinway sostenuto, make sure you know what you're getting
yourself into first!" She wasn't really asking for any solutuion
to a particular set of problems, but she relayed her experience
which then opened up a broader discussion on the topic. A
customer recently purchased the piano from an out of state
retailer and she picked out this piano precisely because it has
a sostenuto system in it, however, it was not working at all.
Kim explained, and others agreed, that even when you walk
into the situation knowing what you're doing it can still be an
awkward job to do; physically and mentally. It has a few
similarities and differences with the grand version. However,
working on the vertical, you're often on your back trying to
make the adjustments and then check them with the action out
of the piano, which can get tricky if you're trying to work the
pedal yet still have good viewing angle of what you're trying
to do in some parts of the scale. There is also a common issue
with a "U" bracket which wraps around a plate strut, where
once you get the system to work, the bracket then clicks on
nearby whippens. Technical Bulletins suggest shimming
under the pedal with a piece of dense felt, to which Kim
opined that, though it works, it seems silly that this should
have to be done and that possibly the design could be
executed better. The general sentiment was this is one of
those jobs that even some experienced techs just don't see
regularly enough to get really quick at it, so each time feels a
bit awkward at first. Also, it is wise to place the action in a
cradle so that the tabs on the bottom of the action aren't dam
aged! Kim did get it working, and is contemplating becoming
a contortionist with Cirque du Soleil!
I, Chris Burget, had an encounter with an aging Kranich &
Bach grand with a laundry list of issues. After addressing
many of these, I was confronted with several cracked damper
wire blocks. Others had previously been wrapped in tape. It
was then that I noticed that the underlevers were not screwed
into the back action rail, but appeared to be glued on. So, then
I understood why the cracked blocks were wrapped in tape.
Someone had tried to glue them, but they cracked again when
tightening the wire set screws and, upon seeing that all the
dampers and back action rail would have to be removed to
properly fix even just one, taped them until a later day.
Amidst a bit of snickering, and knowing full and well that
there is no shortcut to remove individual underlevers, I asked
if there was one anyway... there isn't....
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Vertical Hammer Spacing Jig
The April meeting was held at Graves Piano &
Organ Co., and Phil Walters demonstrated his
vertical hammer spacing jig. The jig can be used for
spacing a new set of hammers while hanging, or for
other jobs that require removal and reinstallation of a
large number of hammer butt assemblies, such as
rebushing, replacing various butt felts, or replacing
Asian style hammer return spring cords.
The jig itself has several components that are
attached to the action via bolts which are fed through
the action mounting brackets. Primarily, the jig
consists of two flat wood strips, one each for the bass
and treble sections, that are located where the strike
point would be in the piano. The strips are attached
to small mounting blocks which are, in turn, mounted
onto the long bolts that mount into the action
brackets. Each block can swivel back and forth to
change the side to side and, to some extent, the
vertical position of each strip. Then, each mounting
block is sandwhiched between two nuts on each bolt
so that different blow distances can be set up. Over
time, Phil has drilled a number of holes into the strips
in order to accommodate various action dimensions,
making it is a "modify as needed" sort of contraption.
The striking point side of each strip has the string
positions marked with pen or pencil on masking tape.
It may take a bit of time to get all the measurements,
transfer them, and then set up the jig properly, but
will probably save a lot of time and fuss in the end.
There are a couple of additional items he uses with
the jig as well. When hanging a new set of hammers,
he will install a guide hammer on each end of each
section, and then glue a square dowel rod to the
bottoms of the hammer tails on each guide. The
dowel will be removed after the job is done. The
dowel has one corner edge length bevelled so as to
not contact any glue collars. Phil has used different
glues to attach the dowel, including Titebond and
PVCE. Try to use a reversible glue. Phil will then
glue a metal "L" strip to the bottom of each guide
hammer on the front side of the shank. If the action is
in a cradle, he'll flip the acton upside down, then rest
the strip on the underside of each guide hammer and
glue with a tiny amount of silicone automotive
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(Vertical Hammer Jig continued...)

window sealant, which will adhere to the metal strip.
To temporarily clamp the L strip and dowel in place
as glue sets up, Phil uses the metal strips from the
packaging that tuning pins are often shipped in. Thin
flat metal leaf spring material could also work if cut
and formed into "C" shapes. When he is ready to
hang or space the hammers, he will flip the action
back up into whatever position needed to work. With
the dowel and L strip in place, he has many of the
dimensions already locked in for mounting the
hammers. The L strip also keeps hammers from
drooping down while glue collars are drying. Next,
he'll "almost block" the hammers just shy of touching
the masking tape. That can be done by shimming the
hammer rest rail, or by using hammer felt scraps to
shim a dowel up against the hammers shanks just
above the butts. He dry fits and spaces everything as
needed, and since the hammers are almost blocked to
the striking point he can get very accurate spacing of
hammers where it's the most important; at the strik
ing point. One could temporarily unblock the ham
mers and check individual or group hammer travel if
desired then reblock as before. The dry fit hammers
are then removed to get them out of the way before
gluing. He then glues each one on going left to right
so that there are no hammers interfering on the right
side as he manipulates their position.
Phil says that this has saved him a lot of time and
frustration on many jobs, and many times he has only
had to respace a few hammers here and there. So,
even if it takes some effort and diligence to get the
proper string markings transferred from the piano
and onto the jig, and then the proper set up of the jig
itself on the front end of the job, the time saved at the
back end is where it really pays off.
Other people commented that this jig could be
used for some damper related jobs as well. After
some discussion, it was clear that with certain
modifications and with some obstacles taken into
consideration, some jobs would be possible, like
spoon bending. Damper regulation itself would
require more consideration due to how wedge felts
are shaped, but with a few modifications could be
acheivable.
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~ Tech Tip ~
By Kim Hoessly

On some smaller vertical pianos, there is not a lot of space between the tuning pins and even less
space from the VBar to the bottom row of pins. This can often lead to problems running a new
piano string under the bar when replacing a string. I used to have a nice little brass tube with a
bend in it that Tom Harr had passed out at a meeting once upon a time, but it is in piano limbo
(aka some customers piano somewhere). Since I could not figure out how to put a bend in a small
tube myself, without kinking it rendering it useless for my purpose, I struggled for a while before
realizing I had a tool in my case that would work. Many of us have a tool for easing grand
damper rail bushings, and I found that this tool could also be used to guide a wire under the V
Bar to a point where you can grab it with needle nose pliers.
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www.ptgcolumbus.org
Newsletter Archive Is Back!!

After much too long of a hiatus, the Buckeye Backcheck Archive is back up, and all
issues can be downloaded or read online. The page is not accessible from the main
navigation menu on the website, but is accessible with the following link:

http://www.ptgcolumbus.org/archive.html
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Chapter Meeting
Tuesday, May 22
7:00pm
Fourth Tuesday Of May!!!
Solich Piano Columbus
6370 Proprietors Rd
Worthington, OH 43085
(614) 8883441
solichmusic.com
Guest Speaker: Tim Barnes
Map Link:
goo.gl/maps/QU8buy287tK2
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